
Meta Descriptions: 
A Mini-Training

LET ' S  TA L K  CO P Y



What meta descriptions are and what they do

The impact a meta description makes (and doesn't make)

on your website

What to put in your meta descriptions

Tips + best practices for the best meta descriptions ever

What You Will
Learn Today And:

We're gonna bust a myth.
I love busting myths.



Hi, friends!

My name is Liz and I'll be your instructor throughout this mini-

training.

Today, we're going to talk about an often-ignored aspect of

your copy + content: your meta descriptions.

Implement these tips + let me know what results you see!

Let's rock and roll.

Have we met?! 

-Liz

Email: 
hello@lizslyman.com

 

Instagram:
@letstalkcopy 



What is a meta
description?
A meta description is a brief summary of a web

page’s content. Thse short snippets are roughly 155-

160 characters.



FOR EXAMPLE:

description
The meta



Let's start by

It's a myth. But you should still use them, and here's why:

by busting a myth surrounding meta descriptions. 

Myth: Meta descriptions impact your SEO.

Truth? Myth?



Why Use Meta
Descriptions?

But there are a couple more reasons to use them:

Even though meta descriptions won’t help with your

ranking on search engine results pages (SERPs),  your

meta descriptions convince searchers to click-

through to your site. 

Meta descriptions are like an advertisement for your

page, or, as one web influencer states, a conversion

factor rather than a ranking factor. 

 



The takeaway? Use your keywords in your meta

description.

In search engine results, everything that makes you stand

out can help, and bolded words jump out at the

reader. 

If your meta descriptions include some of the keywords

that your target audience is searching for, they will show

up bold in the text.

Bolded Keywords
Catch Attention



Social Networks
Will Use Your

Meta Descriptions
in Shared Posts

When people share links to your website on

social networks like Facebook, Twitter, or

LinkedIn, each of these sites wants to

include a description to aid the reader.

 

If you choose to forgo the meta description,

only the first couple lines from your content

will appear, and your sentences may be cut

off with an ellipsis […]. 



How to Effectively Use
Meta Descriptions
Let's look at how to write meta descriptions so that

they have the most impact.



Make Your Meta
Descriptions Calls
to Action

Decide whether your target customer is

looking for ways to solve a problem, find

an answer to a question, or trying to get

information about a specific feature of a

product. With the target customer’s

intent in mind, write a meta description

that calls on the reader to click to find

out more information. 



Match the Meta
Description with
your Page Content

Plus...you can be penalized by Google

for writing a misleading description.

If a user finds page content that doesn’t

match the meta description, they will likely

lose trust in your brand, and likely never

convert to a customer. 

https://amplihigher.com/are-certain-google-search-queries-illegal/


Using the same meta description for all

of your web pages is a bad idea. It’s a

disservice to the reader, and it’s not

going to provide any value for your

brand. 

Each page on your site should have its

own meta description.

Create Unique 
Meta Descriptions

for Each Page



 

You've completed this
mini-training.

T HAN K S  FO R  J O I N I NG  ME  T O DAY !

Feel free to reach out with any questions.

Email: 
hello@lizslyman.com

Instagram: 
@letstalkcopy


